








Making their own Sweet Time:




In theory, at least, chronicles grow by accretion, and their account of the past is the product of many different presents. By their very nature, therefore, chronicles strikingly demonstrate ways in which past and present impinge on each other. In the following discussion, I shall address some of the generic and literary conventions displayed in Manuscript A of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and explore how Anglo-Saxon readers might have responded to these conventions. The evidence for such readers’ responses is, of course, very limited: the manuscript does not contain exclamations of approval, disgust, or disbelief, much less commentary on literary technique, and we possess no account of who read it or what was thought of it.​[2]​ We do, however, possess a text which has been augmented by various scribes, and their additions can be seen as responses to the material before them. Examining the additions made (and not made) by these scribes from the perspective of genre and literary convention allows a view of the interaction of present and past rather different from, although not incompatible with, the common interpretation of this text as dynastic propaganda.
	Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A (henceforth ASC A), also known as the Winchester or Parker Chronicle, comes from Cambridge Corpus Christi College MS 173, an extremely complicated manuscript, written by a series of different scribes and containing layers of additions and erasures (Bately 1986: xxi-xlvi; Dumville 1992: 55-98), each of which indicates yet another re-reading, yet another re-shaping of the past by the present. In addition, the contents of the manuscript were rearranged in the course of their transmission (Bately 1986: xvi-xx, clxviii-clxix; Dumville 1992: 124-34); such rearrangement also reveals re-reading and re-shaping of the past. These factors make ASC A a fascinating — if daunting — subject for an analysis of the interaction of present and past. However, it is important to be clear regarding the type of analysis that can be done with this text. Despite what has been thought previously, ASC A is not the best witness to the original Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. In fact, it has been shown that this version of the Chronicle stands at some removes from the original text (the ‘common stock’ shared by the several versions that survive to this day) and contains more inaccuracies than other versions (Dumville and Lapidge 1984: xxxi-xxxix; Dumville 1985: 34-8; Dumville 1992: 70, 91). ASC A is thus not the best text to study if one hopes to fix the details of the original Anglo-Saxon Chronicle or to gain insights into the actual events depicted within it. The present discussion, however, has different aspirations. For the purposes of this investigation, the accretions (and attendant inaccuracies) of ASC A are not errors to be expunged but rather signs of readers’ responses. They are thus evidence of central importance. 
	As many critics have noted, medieval historiography has assumptions different from our own, particularly in terms of distinctions between fiction and non-fiction. Thus it has been argued that ‘history’ is a style rather than a subject (Morse 1990: 91) and that ‘truth’ may have more to do with being faithful to a literary tradition than with being faithful to facts (Lewis 1999: 13). These suggestions point to the importance of genre in the study of medieval historical writing. Genre permits intelligibility; it establishes a contract between writer and reader so as to make certain expectations operative (Culler 1975: 147). In the case of ASC A, its genre is first signalled by its format, the list of dates that run down the left side (and sometimes down the middle) of each page: whether the entries that accompany them are blank spaces, terse statements, or fully developed narratives, such lists of dates are instantly recognisable. Recognition of the genre allows a reader to accept, for example, the discontinuous action that characterises especially the early part of the chronicle, not to mention the occasional reference to people who appear and disappear from the ‘story’ without warning or explanation. The text’s format thus determines the expectations operating in its readers, even before they begin to read.
	What kind of expectations does this genre make operative? A reader might expect little from a chronicle except perhaps the truth. A chronicle is allowed — even expected — to be boring; in fact, any lack of rhetorical flair may be seen as a virtue (Clark 1971: 224). The events documented by chronicles can be relied upon with more confidence than those presented in other genres, we assume, because a partisan writer would surely lie more convincingly, and attempt to buttress an inaccurate or biased account with protests, a pleasant style, or appeals to authority. As a result, the absence of literary style in a chronicle is not a weakness; it is itself a powerful rhetorical strategy which worked, I expect, on Anglo-Saxon readers as well. The format and apparent absence of literary pretensions thus together constitute a truth claim for the material contained within the text.​[3]​ The presence of this unspoken truth claim may explain why ASC A never explicitly claims to be truth and, astoundingly for medieval literature, does not refer to authorities. It does not have to do either of these things, since its format and style not only proclaim but also ‘guarantee’ its truth.
	Of course, it is clear that chronicles present partisan and inaccurate accounts (see, for example, discussions in Dumville 1985; Foot 1996; Kleinschmidt 1996; etc); they are not, in fact, inherently or generically more truthful than other genres. Nevertheless, the expectation of truthfulness is one of the responses made ‘operative’ by the text’s genre. As far as we can tell, readers of ASC A did accept its authority: the text’s later scribes rarely change the material that they read fundamentally; most of their revisions are additions, not denials.​[4]​ These early readers of the text reveal not only an acceptance of the text’s truth, however; they also reveal an awareness and acceptance of the text’s rhetorical structures. For the rest of this article, I shall be considering some of the rhetorical structures used to deal with time.
	Time, especially the passing of time, is the central structure and imperative of any chronicle. On its most basic level, the chronicle-format proclaims not only its truth but also the progression of events in one direction, from past to present, and its genre renders any other framework for events unnecessary. The chronicle’s lack of concern for ‘making sense’ of its material, however, contradicts what has been described as an inherent quality of medieval historiography: the search for stability and order in the midst of a fundamental incoherence (Brandt 1966: 79-80). In fact, we might see the chronicle as the incoherent source which other medieval history writers sought to stabilise and order. Yet there is evidence in ASC A that some readers of chronicles did seek to impose organising structures on the progression of events. For example, an eleventh-century reader known as Scribe 12 (Bately 1986: xlii) tried to organise the entries in the chronicle into fifty-year blocks. That is, he inserted markers to note the passing of the years 200, 250, 300, and 350 (fols. 3r-4r). He did not, however, impose this organisational structure over the text as a whole. In fact, he did not progress any further than the fourth century, and the markers that he inserted for the half-centuries have since been erased: apparently one reader did not approve of that particular structure.
	A different kind of attempt to ‘make sense’ out of the chronicle’s fundamental incoherence was implemented by another reader, the interpolator known as Scribe 8b (Bately 1986: xl). Scribe 8b seems to have been particularly concerned to establish a direct link between the past and the present. He thus expanded the entry that he found under 519: Her Cerdic & Cynric West Sexena rice onfengun, & þy ilcan geare hie fuhton wiþ Brettas þær mon nu nemneþ Cerdicesford ‘in this year Cerdic and Cynric seized the realm of the West-Saxons, and in the same year they fought against the Britons at a place which people now call Cerdic’s Ford (Charford)’.​[5]​ To this Scribe 8b added: & siþþan ricsadan West Sexana cynebearn of þan dæge ‘and afterwards their royal descendants ruled the West Saxons up to this day’. Thus the battles in which Cerdic seized the West Saxon kingdom and defeated the Britons are seen as marking the beginning of a line of rulers continuing up to the present. As other critics have noted, this kind of comment can be read as a partisan statement or even as propaganda for the West Saxon dynasty (Davis 1971; Wallace-Hadrill 1975: 211; Dumville 1985: 57-61; Kleinschmidt 1996: 217-21 among many others). For my purposes, however, it is more important to see this comment as an attempt to organise and make sense out of the flow of time: the events of the distant past become meaningful because they are marked as the origins of the present (cf. Frantzen 1990: 22-6).
	These are just two examples of more or less rhetorical attempts to organise and structure time. The main point to be stressed here is that neither of them is consistently or thoroughly performed. Scribe 12 structured only two centuries; Scribe 8b contributed only one comment; neither of them overcame the ‘fundamental incoherence’ of the chronicle’s account. This perhaps disappointing incompleteness is especially noteworthy when we consider some of the methods that these readers could have used.
	An Anglo-Saxon reader possessed many different frameworks for structuring time, including authoritative, universal ones like the ‘Seven Ages of Man’. I shall address only one of the possibilities: the ‘myth of origin’. A myth of origin is a story through which the members of a community explain who they are, why they are the way they are, and what their destiny is (Smith 1986: 24-5). A chronicle, with its line of dates stretching back into the distant past, is ideally suited to express such a myth, for its linear form allows — even encourages — its readers to identify the starting point as a golden age and then assume direct links between then and now (Wallace-Hadrill 1975: 206). In fact, this has almost been done many times in ASC A (cf. Foot 1996: 36): at least four different ‘origins’ can be identified. Most, however, can be dismissed as not having been identified as ‘the’ beginning. Thus, for example, the creation of the world is one candidate, but it is only mentioned after the fact, s.aa. 6 and 33 ad, and links to the event are not maintained. The birth of Christ is another possible candidate, but, despite the use of the ad dating system throughout the Chronicle, the origin of Christian history is mentioned explicitly only once, s.a. 60 bc. The first coming of the Anglo-Saxons s.a. 449 would seem ideal, especially since it was used to great effect by Bede (Howe 1989: 49-71). In fact, the event is given considerable importance. For example, the entry for this date marks the beginning of a single rather than double column of dates in the manuscript (fol. 4v); that is, from this point forward history is (or is expected to be) fuller and more detailed and so is allotted more space on the page. Even so, this event is overshadowed by yet another coming: that of Cerdic, recorded s.a. 495.​[6]​
	The story of Cerdic appears to have been chosen as the central myth of origins in ASC A. Nevertheless, tracing the story s.aa. 495 to 534, one cannot help being struck by how unexceptional it is. Cerdic and his son Cynric did the same things that Hengest and Horsa did in 449, the same things that Ælle and his sons did in 477, the same things that Porta and his sons did in 501, and the same things that Stuf and Wihtgar did in 514.​[7]​ That is, they arrived in ships and killed Britons. These two activities may have been eminently honourable, but they do not unify the events which follow, despite the efforts of readers like Scribe 8b. Cerdic does, however, possess one advantage that sets him apart from the other vestigial myths of origins: the Regnal List that has been affixed to the beginning of ASC A.
	This list is visibly different from the annual entries which follow it; it is, in fact, a separate text with its own transmission-history and genre-requirements (Dumville 1985: 51-6; Dumville 1986:17). Nevertheless, in its present position, it functions as a prologue to the events that follow it. The material within the Regnal List is noteworthy, particularly for its repetitive comments regarding each individual ruler’s descent from Cerdic: it is individually asserted that the kin of Ceolwulf, Æscwine, Ceadwalla, Ine, Æthelheard, Cuthred, Sigebryht, Cynewulf, and Beorhtric gæþ to Cerdice ‘go back to Cerdic’, while for Æthelwulf the route from glorious ancestor to glorious descendent is spelled out step by step. It is as if this descent itself were the only important thing about these individuals and the only thing required to justify their rule. Other critics have, of course, commented on the Regnal List (see especially Sisam 1953; Dumville 1977; Dumville 1985; Dumville 1986), which seems designed to justify and glorify the final name listed: Alfred. That is, there is plenty of scope here for talking about ‘propaganda’. In this discussion, however, I would like to draw attention to the fact that it is the Regnal List, rather than the entries describing Cerdic and his actions, that makes Cerdic important and meaningful. If it were not for the addition of this ‘prologue’, Cerdic might not have appeared to be much any important than, for example, Ida, from whom Northumbrian kings traced their descent (s.aa. 731 and 685).
	The addition of the Regnal List is thus evidence of someone’s reading of the entries concerning Cerdic. That is, whoever put these two texts together, perhaps during the reign of Alfred (Dumville 1985: 59-60), first made a decision about their mutual appropriateness and then used the Regnal List in an attempt to create meaning out of the ‘fundamental incoherence’ of the text’s multiple arrivals of conquering ancestors. The effect of this reading is to make all the events from 60 bc to 855 ad themselves into a prologue to the rule of Alfred and his immediate predecessors; that Æthelwulf and his sons mark the culminating point of this ‘story’ is emphasised by the reappearance of the Regnal List’s genealogical material when these rulers arise in the Chronicle’s account. That is, it appears that there was a re-reading and re-interpreting of these early events in Anglo-Saxon history, and, as a result, Cerdic’s activities, however important they had been before, became luminous with meaning. The addition of the ‘prologue’ ensured that other readers would perceive Cerdic’s meaningfulness as well. 
	This reading of the chronicle was clearly accepted by at least one reader, Scribe 8b, who, despite reading after the Norman Conquest, asserted the connections between Cerdic’s offspring and those ruling of þan dæge ‘up to this day’. However, as I have already noted, even Scribe 8b did not attempt to make Cerdic completely or consistently luminous, and no other scribe attempted to create a unified narrative out of these early entries. Thus, although it has been convincingly argued that the longer, fuller entries which document the rule of Alfred demonstrate that history’s chaos culminated in the rule of Wessex (Wallace-Hadrill 1975: 204; Foot 1996: 35-6), the text itself leaves room for doubt. The writers and readers of this manuscript did not rigorously pursue the strategies available for making time coherent and meaningful, even though they were clearly not disinterested recorders of events. Despite the ‘teamwork’ of Scribe 1 and Scribe 8b and despite the authoritative readings of modern critics, ASC A remains confusing and perhaps disappointing when we try to read it simply as propaganda. This version of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle should not be seen as a ‘failed’ document, however; it is, rather, a particular kind of document, with its own aims. We can perhaps get closer to what early readers expected of it by looking at one rhetorical strategy, the use of a particular topos or set piece.
	While set pieces may often appear to be unimaginative and repetitious, they provide one of the key points at which a writer can invoke and interact with his or her readers’ expectations (Morse 1990: 108). They are what could be called ‘generic’ techniques, for they are one of the switches which make a reader’s expectations ‘operative’. The topos to which I wish to draw attention is simply a technique by which a chronicle-writer marked an important event in an important individual’s life. This marker involved a predictable but not invariable list of items, usually including the length of that individual’s reign, some indication of his achievements, and his genealogy.​[8]​ This topos may appear to be less than ‘literary’ and certainly less than exciting, but it is noteworthy because it radically disrupts the uni-directional flow of time which fundamentally makes a chronicle what it is (cf. Clark 1971: 220).
	The entry for 757 provides a brief example of this technique:

Þy ilcan geare Offa feng to rice, & heold xxxviiii wintra. & his sunu Egfer heold xli daga & c daga. Se Offa wæs Þincgferþing, Þincgferþ Eanwulfing, Eanwulf Osmoding, Osmod Eawing, Eawa Pybing, Pybba Creoding, Creoda Cynewalding, Cynewald Cnebing, Cnebba Iceling, Icel Eomæring, Eomær Angelþowing, Angelþeow Offing, Offa Wærmunding, Wærmund Wyhtlæging, Wihtlæg Wodening.

(In that same year [757], Offa acceded to the kingdom, and he held it for thirty-seven years. And his son Ecgfrith held it for 141 days. This Offa was the son of Thingfrith; Thingfrith was the son of Eanwulf; Eanwulf was the son of Osmod; Osmod was the son of Eawa; Eawa was the son of Pybba; Pybba was the son of Creoda; Creoda was the son of Cynewald; Cynewald was the son of Cnebba; Cnebba was the son of Icel; Icel was the son of Eomer; Eomer was the son of Angeltheow; Angeltheow was the son of Offa; Offa was the son of Wermund; Wermund was the son of Wyhtlæg; Wyhtlæg was the son of Woden.)

Here we first fast-forward into the future, from Offa’s first accession to the throne in 757 to his death 37 years later. Then we rewind rapidly and go back in time, through Offa’s ancestors, all the way back to Woden. Following this entry, we return to the present and hear more about Offa’s actions and achievements before his death. This technique of marking an event thus introduces a number of discontinuous times in the midst of the chronicle’s usual linear time.
	This disruption of time appears again and again to mark significant events; it recurs throughout ASC A, despite drastic variations in the scope of its coverage. For example, the entry containing the death of Æthelwulf (855 ad) is much longer and fuller than that marking the accession of Offa. It is noticeably long in comparison with surrounding entries in the manuscript, too (fol. 13r). Yet this entry marks the event with the same elements of achievements, length of rule, and, especially, genealogy that characterise the passage marking Offa’s accession, and its disruption of linear time is equally noteworthy. First, the chronicle marks Æthelwulf’s death in advance: in the present of this entry, he is alive and well; the chronicle fast-forwards two years into the future to anticipate his death. Then it rewinds back over the king’s completed reign, and then it rewinds further, right through the king’s ancestry, all the way back not only to Cerdic, as we might have expected, but also to Adam and even to Christ. Thus the unused threads of the multiple origins lying latent in the text are picked up and used to tie this event tightly to many of the beginnings of this text but especially to the ‘prologue’. We might see this as a special flourish signalling the imminent advent of Alfred, but it is, of course, merely an extended use of the same topos used throughout the text. In each case the result is a stepping back, a readjustment of perspective, and a re-reading of the past in the midst of the chronicle’s insistent progression through time.
	The use of this topos is characteristic of the entries copied by the first scribe; it appears almost exclusively in the entries before 892. It does, however, appear in an abbreviated but recognisable form on one further occasion. The death of Alfred, although not trumpeted with the same luxurious wealth of detail that attended his father’s demise, falls into a familiar pattern:

900. Her gefor Ælfred Aþulfing, syx nihtum ær ealra haligra mæssan, se wæs cyning ofer eall Ongelcyn butan ðæm dæle þe under Dena onwalde wæs, & he heold þæt rice oþrum healfum læs þe xxx wintra.

(In this year Alfred son of Æthelwulf passed away, six nights before the feast of All Saints. He was king over all the races of the English except for the portion that was under Danish power, and he held that kingdom for twenty-nine and a half years.)

As in the previous examples, length of reign, a summary of achievements, and a reference, however vestigial, to genealogy combine to mark a momentous event in an important individual’s life. After this point, such set pieces do not appear in ASC A; later scribes apparently did not view this topos as a necessary attribute of chronicle-writing. Yet at least one scribe, Scribe 2b (Bately 1986: xxviii) seems to have recognised, understood, and appreciated it well enough to have reproduced it at this point: appropriately enough, at the end of the ‘story’ introduced by the ‘prologue’.
	Although there are other kinds of temporal dislocations in ASC A, this topos stands out as a deliberate, set, recurring type of retrospective. Like the other rhetorical uses of time discussed earlier, however, this one does not provide a single unifying structure that makes all events meaningful: ASC A is not a carefully wrought piece of propaganda for the West Saxon dynasty, despite its useful comments about Cerdic. Although it clearly could be read as propaganda for Alfred and Edward, it must have been read in other ways as well — for example, by post-conquest readers serving under the Norman Archbishop Lanfranc. I would thus like to suggest that the text’s overall ‘meaning’ or aim may not have been focused solely on particular political figures or events. Instead, it might have more to do with time in general.
	ASC A seems to assert that all events share a basic sameness. Whether in England or on the continent, whether close to the present or far in the past, whether described in a discursive or laconic style, whether a story or merely a list, an event can be made to fit into the chronicle’s capacious structure without need for explanation or consistency. Yet every scribe — every entry, in fact — performed a peculiar transformation upon the events of the past. Simply through the process of adding to the end of a series, each scribe made the past into a prologue for his own entries and his own present. This is most clear, of course, in the placing of the Regnal List in the position of a prologue for the text as a whole, since it thereafter alerted its readers that the entries following it formed a path leading directly to the accession of Alfred. The transformation of past events, however, also lies behind the use of the topos that I have described, for each stepping back from the flow of time is a re-reading of the past which makes each event a step along the way to the present, and thus again and again the past becomes a prologue to the present. What is important about this use of the topos is its repetitiveness. The prologue-like Regnal List is singular and monolithic; it directs all of history to one goal, the accession of Alfred. The repeated use of the topos, on the other hand, denies the uniqueness and singularity of any one event or time: although its use often serves to reinforce links with the ‘prologue’, it is not exclusively reserved for descendants of Cerdic, and thus the accession of Offa (757 ad) and the death of Carloman (885 ad) are both marked in this way. In fact, the use of this topos suggests that the events and personalities of the past are on some level all the same.
	This sameness is generated by the way in which the chronicle transforms all elements of the past into a prologue for the present, whatever that present might be. This process can be observed again in what happened to this version of the chronicle after the Norman conquest. The whole of Anglo-Saxon history, complete with dynastic ideology, myths of origin, and rhetorical topoi, became a prologue to something quite different: the Acta Lanfranci, an account of the acts of the Norman Archbishop, Lanfranc, which begins on folio 31v, following the terse entry for 1066 ad. The new goal of the Chronicle may have been signalled by the addition of another new ‘prologue’, the Old English writ of King William, which previously appears to have occurred at the beginning of the manuscript and served to confirm the privileges of Christ Church, Canterbury under the newly appointed Archbishop Lanfranc (Dumville, Foreword to Bately 1986: viii-ix). This kind of appropriation is not merely the work of a conquering elite, for it had been taking place throughout ASC A’s history. Appropriation is precisely what the chronicle-genre allows its readers to do with the past. Every reader is potentially able add to the sequence and make previous events into a prologue for his — or even her — own present.
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^1	 .  I am grateful to Professor David Dumville and Dr Sean Miller for their advice and corrections. Any remaining errors of fact or judgement are, of course, my own.
^2	 .  Although it is generally assumed that the Chronicle derives from Alfred’s court and thus enjoyed an audience in the royal court, there is no real evidence for this. D. N. Dumville’s cautious wording is apt: ‘…there are perhaps grounds for a strong suspicion that it was a compiling chronicler of Alfred’s reign’ who put the Chronicle together (Dumville 1985: 52).
^3	 .  For discussion of the truth claim, the usually unquestioned assertions within communication, see, for example, Habermas 1981: passim.
^4	 .  For example, while Scribe 8 does replace some previous entries (the entries s.aa. 90 and 92 have been replaced with entries for 99 and 101, for example), other corrections involve only small modifications to dates (for example, s.aa. 27, 45, 84, and 87), and most of his changes are additions (see s.aa. 155, 167, 189, 283, 379, 381, 409, 423, 443, 449, etc). For an overview of scribal activity, see Bately 1986: xxxviii-xlii.
^5	 .  Citations from ASC A are taken from Bately 1986. Translations are my own.
^6	 .  For discussion of this implausibly early date, see Dumville 1977: 87; Dumville 1985: 59-60.
^7	 .  One original story may have been re-cycled for each of these pairs; see discussion in Sims-Williams 1983.
^8	 .  Women’s lives are not marked with this topos.
